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INVESTIGATION OF A FREE JET

1. The free jet

A free jet refers to a �ow which is entering a stationary �eld through an ori�ce. The volume
�ow rate of the jet is negligible as compared to the surrounding space. There are numerous
engineering and industrial applications of free jets (e.g. ventilation equipment, refrigeration
and jet powered machinery). For a detailed theoretical background of free jets, see Chapter 5
of Pope's book [1] (or Lesson 7.5 of the Áramlástan alapjai textbook in Hungarian [2]).

Figure 1: Examples of practical applications of free jets (left: Jet engine of the Euro�ghter
Typhoon F2 �ghter plane, right: Water jet in a swimming pool)
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2. Aim of the measurement

The aim of this measurement is to investigate the �uid dynamical characteristics of an air to
air jet. In such jets, the �uid of both the stationary �eld and the jet is air, in particular, the
air of the lab. The objective of this measurement is to measure the spacial structure of the jet,
and to determine the velocity pro�le and the volume �ow rate in di�erent cross sections of the
jet.

3. Measurement setup

The setup is shown in Fig. 2. The air�ow is created by a centrifugal fan installed into the
test rig, then out�ows through a nozzle with circular cross section (4), creating the jet. The
homogeneity of the velocity pro�le at the nozzle is provided by the �ow straighteners and the
screens installed before the outlet. The volume �ow rate, and thus the velocity at the outlet �
depending on the test rig � can be controlled by either the fan speed controller (5) or a throttle
valve at the suction side. The shape of the jet is mainly determined by the geometry of the outlet
nozzle and the volume �ow rate. The velocity pro�le and the corresponding dynamic pressure
pro�le can be measured with the Pitot-static tube (1) placed on an adjustable stand (3). The
adjustable stand allows for vertical and horizontal positioning of the probe. The Pitot-static
tube is connected to the digital manometer (2) using silicon tubes, from which the dynamic
pressure can be read.

Figure 2: Measurement setup
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4. Measurement procedure

4.1) Calibrate the digital manometer by comparing it to the Betz manometer!

If multiple digital manometers are used, perform the calibration on all of them!

4.2) Set the outlet velocity given in your individual measurement assignment!

Position the Pitot-static probe at the outlet, and measure the dynamic pressure corres-
ponding to the maximal outlet velocity available on the test rig!

Calculate the dynamic pressure corresponding to the outlet velocity given in your meas-
urement assignment, and tune the fan speed until you measure it at the outlet!

4.3) Map the �ow �eld!

Measure the dynamic pressure pdin of the air�ow at the heights z given in the measurement
assignment with the corresponding ∆r spacing! Record the location of the measurement
points using the measurement height z and the position x of the Pitot-static probe read
from the adjustable stand, the location of the jet axis is to be determined during post-
processing!

Important: At a given height start and end the measurement in the stationary �eld
(pdin ≤ 0), using constant spacing and going through the middle of the jet!

Measure the planar dynamic pressure distribution of the jet at the height given in your
measurement assignment! Set the measurement points on the vertices of a square grid
with the ∆r spacing corresponding to the measurement height!

4.4) Draw the veri�cation diagram!

Plot the velocity pro�le of the free jet at the height given in the measurement assignment
or by the lab instructor!

5. Post-processing and evaluation of the results

5.1) Perform the correction of the measured dynamic pressure values based on the
calibration of the digital manometer!

Create a calibration diagram for the digital manometer, �t a linear trendline to the
measured values! Give the equation of the trendline in the form

pdigital = a · pBetz + b, (1)

and provide the correlation coe�cient (R2) of the �tting!

Using the equation of the trendline correct every pressure value measured with the digital
manometer:

pcorr = M · pmeasured + poffset, (2)

where pcorr [Pa] is the corrected pressure value, pmeasured [Pa] is the measured dynamic
pressure, poffset [Pa] is the o�set error of the device, and M = 1/a [−] is the slope of the
line �t to the pBetz(pdigital) data.

Important: If the device was zeroed before measurement, then poffset = 0.

If multiple digital manometers were used, clearly denote which measurement points corres-
pond to which manometer! Perform the correction step described above for each measured
dynamic pressure value using the calibration of the corresponding manometer!
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5.2) Determine the velocity pro�le at each height!

The velocity is given by

v =

√
2

ρ
pdyn, (3)

where v [m/s] is the velocity at a given measurement point, pdyn [Pa] is the corresponding
corrected dynamic pressure, ρ [kg/m3] is the density of air:

ρ =
p0
RT0

, (4)

here p0 [Pa] is the atmospheric pressure, T0 [K] is the ambient temperature,R = 287 [J/(kg ·K)]
is the speci�c gas constant of air.

5.3) Determine the position of the jet axis!

At a given height z let xi be the i-th measurement point, vi the corresponding velocity,
where i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and n is the number of measurement points. Let x0 be the location
of jet axis at height z.

Assuming that the velocity pro�le changes linearly between two measurement point (linear
interpolation), the approximation of the pro�le between points xi and xi+1:

ui(x) =


vi+1 − vi

∆r
x+

vixi+1 − vi+1xi

∆r
, if x ∈ [xi, xi+1),

0, otherwise.
(5)

With this, the velocity pro�le approximated by a 1st order spline can be de�ned:

u(x) :=
n−1∑
i=1

ui(x) (6)

It is easy to see that by re�ecting the u(x) pro�le across an axis x̃, we get the function
u(2x̃−x), this is shown in Fig. 3. Let the di�erence between the original and the mirrored
pro�le be

Q(x̃) :=

∞∫
−∞

∣∣u(x)− u(2x̃− x)
∣∣2dx. (7)

(Note: The purpose of the square exponent is to give greater weight to points where the
di�erence of the two pro�les is larger. In practice � depending on the application � any
q ≥ 1 exponent may be used. For those interested: Q(x̃) is the L2 distance of the two
pro�les, squared.)

The jet axis is the x0 axis, across which re�ecting the u(x) pro�le yields the minimal
Q(x0), meaning

Q(x0) = min {Q(x̃) : x̃ ∈ R} . (8)

Determine the position of the jet axis x0 with 0.5 [mm] precision at every z measurement
heigh! Moving forward, use the (ri, vi) data points instead of the (xi, vi) data points,
where ri = xi − x0!

5.4) Plot the measured v(r) velocity pro�les at each height z in a common diagram
with error bars!

The details of the uncertainty calculation are given in Section 6.
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Figure 3: The u(x) (black) and the re�ected u(2x̃−x) (grey) velocity pro�les. The measurement
data and the data re�ected across axis x̃ is denoted by red dots and blue crosses, respectively.
On the left diagram x̃ = 40 [mm], on the right x̃ = 114 [mm] ≈ x0, whose positions are shown
with vertical dashed lines.

5.5) Plot the velocity distribution of the jet in the plane given in your assignment
on a contour plot!

5.6) Plot the maximum velocity of the measured velocity pro�les as a function of
height: vmax(z)

5.7) Determine the core distance of the free jet!

By de�nition, the zcore core distance:

vmax(zcore) = 0.95vmax(0), (9)

meaning the distance where the maximum velocity of the pro�le decreases to 95% of the
outlet velocity. Use linear interpolation of the vmax(z) points for the calculation!

Express the core distance with the outlet diameter D0! Compare the constant factor
obtained with values from literature!

5.8) Plot the dimensionless velocity pro�les v′(r′) at each height z in a common
diagram!

At height z, the v �ow velocity should be normalised by the maximum velocity vmax(z)
of the corresponding velocity pro�le, whereas the distance r from the jet axis should be
normalised by the distance r1/2 corresponding to half of the maximum velocity of the
pro�le!

Meaning:
v′ := v/vmax, r′ := r/r1/2 (10)

Use linear interpolation between measurement point to accurately determine the value of
r1/2!

Important: Determine the distance corresponding to half of the maximum velocity on
both sides of the jet axis (r1/2+, r1/2−), and use their average for normalisation:

r1/2 =
|r1/2+|+ |r1/2−|

2
(11)

Compare the dimensionless velocity pro�les after the core distance!
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5.9) Determine and plot the volume �ow rate qv as a function of height!

At height z, the volume �ow rate qv could be exactly calculated by integration given a
perfect knowledge of the v(x, y) velocity pro�le:

qv =

∫∫
R2

v(x, y)dxdy (12)

Lacking this, numerical integration has to be used, for which we will make two approx-
imations. As the measurements were done in a single vertical plane, we assume that the
v velocity pro�le is constant along semi-circles whose midpoint lies on the measurement
plane, thus it is a function of the coordinate r = x− x0 only:

v(x, y) = ṽ(r, φ) = ṽ(r) (13)

(Note: Notice that this is not the usual polar coordinate system, as r may be negative due
to the translation by x0. This is consistent with the observation that Q(x0) ̸= 0, meaning
the measured values are not perfectly symmetrical to the axis x0.)

Our second assumption is that

ṽ(r) = vi, if r ∈
[
ri −

∆r

2
, ri +

∆r

2

)
, (14)

which means the velocity in the measurement plane is constant in a ∆r wide neighbour-
hood of the measurement point (rectangle method). With these, the numerical integration
for the volume �ow rate:

qv =
n∑

i=1

viAi, (15)

where Ai is the area of the region in which v(x, y) = vi is constant according to our
assumptions. The Ai areas obtained from the assumptions is shown in Fig. 4., where j is
the index corresponding to the closest measurement point to the axis x0, meaning

0 ∈
[
rj −

∆r

2
, rj +

∆r

2

)
. (16)

Based on these, it is easy to see that

Ai = π |ri|∆r, i ̸= j,

Aj =
π

2

(
rj +

∆r

2

)2

+
π

2

(
rj −

∆r

2

)2

= πr2j +
π

4
∆r2.

(17)

Perform the numerical integration at each height z, and plot the obtained qv(z) function!
Fit a linear trendline to the data points, and determine its equation along with the
corresponding correlation coe�cient!

5.10) Plot the q′
v(z

′) dimensionless volume �ow rate!

Normalise the volume �ow rates by the volume �ow rate qv(0) measured at the outlet,
and the height by the outlet diameter D0!
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Figure 4: The measured ṽ(r) function (left) and the areas corresponding to the measurement
points (right), assuming uniform ∆r spacing. The measurement points are shown by black dots.

6. Measurement uncertainty calculation

The uncertainty calculation has to be performed based on the Gaussian error propagation
for each measurement point of the velocity pro�les. According to this, the δR measurement
uncertainty of a quantity R dependent of quantities X1, . . . , Xk can be calculated as

δR =

√√√√ k∑
j=1

(
∂R

∂Xj

· δXj

)2

. (18)

In this task, the measurement uncertainty of the velocity at the measurement points has to be
calculated, thus R = vi. The directly measured quantities (Xj) which are subject to measure-
ment error, and their measurement uncertainties (δXj):

1) Dynamic pressure measured with Pitot-static probe: X1 = pdyn,i δX1 = δpdyn,i = 2 [Pa]

2) Atmospheric pressure: X2 = p0 δX2 = δp0 = 100 [Pa]

3) Ambient temperature: X3 = T0 δX3 = δT0 = 1 [K]

6.1) Express the pointwise velocity vi such that the expression contains only quant-
ities directly measured by you, and constants with known values!

6.2) Determine the ∂vi/∂Xj partial derivatives!

6.3) Calculate the absolute (δvi) and relative (δvi/vi) uncertainty of the velocity
at each measurement point using Gaussian error propagation!

Apply error bars to the velocity pro�les plotted in a common diagram according to the
obtained absolute error values (see Task 5.4))!
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Remarks

Be aware of the following during the measurement:

� Before turning any measurement device on or in general during the lab, make sure that
safe working conditions are ensured. The other participants have to be warned of the
starting of the machines and of any changes that could endanger the members of the lab.

� The atmospheric pressure and room temperature should be recorded before and after
every measurement.

� The measurement units and other important factors (e.g. data sampling frequency, date
of calibration) of every recorded value of the applied measurement devices should be
recorded.

� Type and construction number of the applied measuring instrument should be included
in the �nal report.

� Checking and harmonizing of the units of the recorded values with those used in further
calculations.

� The digital manometer must be calibrated.

� The measurement ports of the pressure meter should be carefully connected to the correct
pressure ports of the instrument.

� If inlet or outlet tubes are to be assembled with fans, connections should be airtight as
escaping/entering air can signi�cantly modify the measurement results.

� The measurement ports of the pressure meter should be carefully connected to the correct
pressure ports of the measurement instrumentation. The integrity of the silicone tubes
used for connection must be veri�ed before and during the measurement (no holes, slits,
etc.).

Before submission of your report, verify that the document satis�es the requirements regarding
content and formatting laid out in the List of the lab report requirements! It is recommended
to ask for a consultation before submitting the report if you have any questions or problems.

Ensure that even the suspicion of plagiarism concerning the lab report is avoided! When taking
any visual or written content (with or without modi�cation) from other sources � including the
present measurement guide � the original source must be indicated by a proper reference!
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